CHAPTER XV
UTOPIAN FICTION
Utopian the stoiy of Utopian fiction it. of the natuic of a digiession, for
fiction jt was not thiough woiks of this categoiy that the ait of fiction
made any perceptible headway. Beginning with Moic's Utopia,
first published in Latin, in 1518, and then in an Knghbh tianslation
by Raphe Robinson, in 1551, a numbci of these works appealed
before the end of the seventeenth century, and in later times theie
have been a great many more. Their hiuoncal impoitance is
small, but they aie a peculiarly good illusiuition of the close kin-
ship between prose fiction and the essay 01 philosophical discourse
on human life. The use of a story for conveying some intellectual,
religious, or practical truth is as old as the ait of story-telling,
and the early philosopheis were fond of it as an alternative or an
auxiliary to abstract demonstration. Plato used myth and fable
to elucidate theory, and dialogue, relie\ed by occasional incident
and diversified with personal idiosyncrasy, for die lively conduct of
discourse. In the Repitbhi he availed himself of both devices, and
provided More and other framcrs of irnagmaiy politics with their
original model. Thus, with an exception here and theie, Utopian
fiction belongs to the category of applied art : the Utopia, if a
novel at all, is a novel of purpose. It is propagandist fiction. All
great fiction must be philosophic. It is a minor of life, but of life
irradiated by mind, the luminous mind of the great novelist. On
the other hand, Utopian fiction, even when the author is a Plato,
a More, or a Francis Bacon, is philosophic in a much narrower
way, since it is not a survey of life but only a simulation of life-
likeness for the sake of the doctrine to be enunciated.
Theoretically, the Utopia should be a criticism of actualities
by a hypothetical criterion, the Utopian state. It should be an
exposure of defects through the contrasts which the reader is
enforced to draw 5 a plea for reform through the concrete present-
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